
SUNBEAM PAINT MAKES AUTOS SHINE AT NIGHT

English "ghost car" frightened the countryside.

Gather a bunch of sunbeams
when the sun is shining brightly;
drape them over your automobile
or your baby carriage and thus
avoid accidents on a dark night.
Impossible? Not at all! Quite
the simplest thing you know!!!

They are doing it in England
and the country folk of at least
one county have been frightened
almost to death by the "ghost
cars' that flit about the roads.
The answer is luminous paint.
England has been particularly
interested in the matter of mak-
ing motor cars visible at night
time since the evening not so long
ago when a-

- car without lights
collided with a column of troops
engaged in maneuvers in the
dark.

And since then there have been
blinding headlights on motor
cars and distinctive tail lights for
columns of troops. But even
these precautions did not prevent
accident. So some genius thought
of using luminous paint to coat
the automobiles and the question
was solved. There have been
numbers of cars and carriages
painted with luminous colors

that give them a distinctly ghost-
like appearance in the dark.

The paint is simply a chemical
process of storing sunlight. The
chemicals contained in it are ex-

posed to the sun for an indefinite
length of time and by a peculiar
process absorb light which they
hold until they are put in dark-
ness and then the light begins to
ooze out. The paint has been
much Used in making match
boxes, clock faces, bait for night
fishing, etc., in this country.
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Kane, Pa. Golf ball exploded
while drying and Dr. C. A. Dick-
enson may lose his sight as result

Bradford, Pa. $50,000 is alleg-
ed to have changed hands during
cock fight here, when Cleveland
birds were pitted against loccal
birds. One arrest was made.

New York. Cap. Amundsen,
explorer, passes through here to-

day en route for Washington,
where he will deliver first Amer-
ican lecture.

Doctor I hope you profited by
my advice. Patient Yes, doctor;
but not so much as you did


